Patient Arts for Health Global Exhibition
What does Quality of Life mean to you?
We are very proud to announce that our ﬁrst virtual
art exhibition launched on November 5, 2021.
The submission process was initiated earlier this year,
celebrating World Cancer Day on February 4 . We plan
to continuously expand our Patient Arts for Health
Global Exhibition. Cancer patients, family members,
and caregivers are invited to submit their artwork.
To participate, visit our exhibition application page,
complete the participation form, and submit your
personal piece of art expressing what quality of life
means to you. Any modality is welcome: painting,
poetry, music, video, photography, and mixed media.
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Mission

To be the partner that
empowers individuals to
live on their own terms

Vision

Promote freedom to
improve quality of life
everywhere

Expanding your choices

We seek to unleash potential

Rising Tide Foundation supports projects that deliver
results for cancer patients and projects that contribute to
enhancing freedom and prosperity.

At Rising Tide Foundation, we believe the market economy, in concert with
limited government and rule of law, holds the greatest promise of freedom
and prosperity for all. Markets enhance individual ﬂourishing by coordinating
diverse interests through voluntary and peaceful exchange.

Our philanthropic mission, deeply rooted in the
empowerment philosophy, is very close to the heart of our
Chairman, whose mother and grandmother succumbed to
cancer. The Foundation was created with the belief that
those willing and ready to take responsibility, regardless
of their unique circumstance or station in life, are the most
effective agents of change and are able to contribute as
members of society to solve their own problems when
empowered with a spirit of freedom.

Shawn Stephenson
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2013

The launch of our foundations

Rising Tide Foundation (RTF) is an entrepreneurial, privatelyendowed foundation with a dual function of philanthropy and
business.

The genesis
Rising Tide, a premier investment
research, intellectual property
and innovation management
company, was founded in late
2006.
Located in the heart of
Schaffhausen, Switzerland, it
licensed and managed
a portfolio of healthcare-focused
intellectual property to major
healthcare clients in the United
States.

Discover RTF

Rising Tide Foundation for Clinical Cancer Research (RTFCCR),
is a charitable, non-proﬁt organization. RTFCCR made its
ﬁrst cancer-focused grant to help the local cancer league of
Schaffhausen improve screening for breast cancer.
Discover RTFCCR

Board Chairman
of Rising Tide Foundation

Clinical Cancer Research
Our primary consideration in granting support is given to truly
innovative, unique, patient-centered clinical research that
Based
has the potential to positively impact the lives of cancer
on our focus
areas, both foundations
patients at the earliest opportunity. We provide
achieved a new ambition
funding for research that directly beneﬁts patients.

Our patient engagement

2017
Over
the past
decade, Rising
Tide Foundation and
Rising Tide Foundation for
Clinical Cancer Research
have supported over 150
projects around the globe,
impacting thousands
of individuals and
patients.

level. The deﬁned focus
areas have continued to
inspire philanthropists and
organizations to partner with
us to increase freedom
and empower
individuals.

A global and passionate team

10 years of Rising Tide – an amazing milestone! Despite the pandemic,
2021 was a truly remarkable year for us.

Discover our focus areas

RTF launched its
ﬁrst multi-million
dollar cancer program
together with one
of the leading cancer
centers in the world.

2007

A word from our Chairman

Freedom in Practice:

Read more

Our philanthropic team is led by Wendelin Zellmayer who
has overall responsibility for the strategy and results of the
organization. Wendelin works in close collaboration with
our Board of Directors and extended network of partners.
Our funding programs are managed by highly experienced
program mangers who collaborate closely with our Advisory
Board, our patient experts and other key opinion leaders.

We have sharpened our ambitious 5-year strategy and engraved patient
engagement in our Clinical Cancer Research project work, following our
vision of patients always being at the very center
of clinical trials. Consequently, we have decided to form a Patient
Sounding Board to help us with our clinical cancer projects. In addition,
we will engage demonstrators and disseminators helping us to create
broader visibility and multiply the impact of Rising Tide Foundation’s
programs to promote “Freedom in Practice”.

Meet the team

The Y10-celebrations are extended and will be culminating in a big gala
event to say a big THANK YOU to the people making Rising Tide such
a fascinating and meaningful cause. And while celebrating our past, we
are even more excited about our future - accelerating the meaningful
contributions we jointly make towards creating a liberated world.

2020
Our approach to funding emphasizes a
collaborative partnership
Collaborative partnership. Resourcefulness. A willingness to
improve. Results. These are the attributes we value most in the
people and projects we fund.

More about our funding approach

Over the past decade, Rising Tide weathered a worldwide crash of ﬁnancial
markets, the Affordable Care Act together with our client, and many more
market challenges. Through these challenges we reinvented ourselves and
leveraged new opportunities. We embrace the Rising Tide can-do-spirit,
approaching every day with a drive to collaborate, innovate, and re-invent
ourselves. And yet, there is more to come...
Wendelin Zellmayer
CEO of Rising Tide GmbH

Discover new interactive content
on our website

Explore all grants funded since our inception in
our interactive grant world map, linking to detailed
description of every grant project.

Highlight events 2022
Three key-events will take place in 2022 to conclude our Y10 celebration which will serve as
milestones for Rising Tide’s future development. These events exemplify the foundation’s multidimensional approach by bringing together key stakeholders and their ideas.

May 5-8
2022

Freedom in Practice Grantee Summit

Learn about the foundation’s set-up and orientation in
the video interview with Rising Tide Chairman Shawn
Stephenson, in which he also shares memorable moments
and gives a view on its philanthropic objectives.

May 9
2022

Rising Tide’s Y10 Celebration and Gala Event

Meet some of our grantees through our grantee
highlight success stories.

June 2
2022

Patient Involvement in Research Summit

A world of difference

Discover our grants
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